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•Magistrate Judge Patrick Hanna, W.D. La.

•Rich Young,                       SF  

•Diane Quick, Navigant, NYC



Discovery on Discovery

•How to minimize risk of it

•Relevant law, including preliminary showing required to take it

•Steps once Rule 30(b)(6) deposition is going forward
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Discovery on Discovery: 
Growing Battleground
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Hypothetical

• Parent company MP in Sweden makes Miracle Product 
(“MiraclePro”) 

• U.S. subsidiary MPUS in NJ sells MiraclePro in U.S.
• June 2016: New epidemiology study published indicating that 
Miracle Pro is associated with increased risk of stroke

• July-Dec. 2016:  100 MiraclePro personal injury lawsuits filed 
across country in federal court alleging stroke 

• Jan. 2017: MDL established.  You’re hired to represent MP 
and MPUS in the MDL, and you’ve never worked for them so 
know nothing about their history of document holds or 
preservation
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Minimizing Risk

•Best Practices
•Collaboration
•Early Internal Assessment
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Minimizing Risk: Best Practices



Minimizing Risk

•Best Practices
•Collaboration
•Early Internal Assessment
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Hypothetical
• 2000:  MiraclePro launched
• 2001-2015:  history of multiple pre-litigation claims asserting various injuries caused by 

MiraclePro;  litigation holds issued/lifted with each claim in U.S. – preserve in place, but no 
collections or productions because claims no lawsuits

• 6/2016: Large epidemiology study published indicating that Miracle Pro is associated with 
25% increased risk of stroke; new lit hold issued

• July-Dec. 2016:  100 MiraclePro personal injury lawsuits filed across country in federal court 
alleging stroke 

• 1/2017: MDL established 
• 6/2017: Discovered that two legacy databases were not retained, and files of 5 departed 

employees were not saved (Sweden and US)
• 8/2017:  Opposing counsel informally requests 30(b)(6) deposition on preservation, 

collection & production 2001-present given loss of ESI
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Amended Rule 26(b)(1):
Unless otherwise limited by court order, the scope of discovery is as 
follows: Parties may obtain discovery regarding any 
nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party's claim or 
defense and proportional to the needs of the case, considering 
the importance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount 
in controversy, the parties' relative access to relevant 
information, the parties' resources, the importance of the 
discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or 
expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit. 
Information within this scope of discovery need not be admissible in 
evidence to be discoverable.
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Relevant Law: Proportionality



Principle of Proportionality:
Sedona

1. The burdens and costs of preserving relevant electronically stored 
information should be weighed against the potential value and uniqueness 
of the information when determining the appropriate scope of preservation.

2. Discovery should focus on the needs of the case and generally be obtained 
from the most convenient, least burdensome, and least expensive sources.

3. Undue burden, expense, or delay resulting from a party’s action or inaction 
should be weighed against that party.

4. The application of proportionality should be based on information rather 
than speculation.

5. Nonmonetary factors should be considered in the proportionality analysis.

6. Technologies to reduce cost and burden should be considered in the 
proportionality analysis.



Principle of Proportionality



Relevant Law: 3 Horses of Rule 37

Amended Rule 37(e):
(e) If electronically stored information that should have been preserved in the 
anticipation or conduct of litigation is lost because a party failed to take reasonable 
steps to preserve it, and it cannot be restored or replaced through additional 
discovery, the court:
 

(1) upon finding prejudice to another party from loss of the information, may order measures no 
greater than necessary to cure the prejudice; or

 
(2) only upon finding that the party acted with the intent to deprive another party of the information’s 
use in the litigation may:

 
(A) presume that the lost information was unfavorable to the party;
 
(B) instruct the jury that it may or must presume the information was unfavorable to the party; or

 
(C) dismiss the action or enter a default judgment. 
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Relevant Law

•Prima facie showing: “adequate 
factual basis”

•Forms of available discovery
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Hypothetical

Rule 30(b)(6) deposition notice is served on MP and MPUS 
identifying some of the following topics:
• When was litigation anticipated by MP and MPUS;
• Company policies, procedures and practices for litigation holds 
in Sweden and US from 2001-present;

• Timing and content of litigation holds in Sweden and US from 
2001-present;

• Implementation of litigation holds, including recipients;
• Any audits performed of litigation hold practices;
• Collection methods and sources for production;
• Search methods for production; and
• Potential alternative sources of data, including back-up tapes.
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Next Steps for Dep

•Considerations given breadth of time, 
geography and scope of notice

•Factors for selecting the best witness
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Next Steps for Dep

•Strategy for preparation

•Privilege and work product 
considerations
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Facing a Spoliation Motion

•Recent legal developments




